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E xhi bi t: Earning Estimates

Mar-19 dispatches drop by 12%YoY; bleak
outlook expected for FY20 as well
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As per the provisional numbers, cement dispatches for the month of Mar19 declined by 12%YoY to 4.11mn tons



While local offtakes from South have grown by +15% during the nine
month period owing to excess capacities and deeper penetration, those
from North have dropped by 12%YoY largely owing to curtailed
government spending on development projects and lesser private
construction activities amid weak macros.



Though export offtakes have been on the rising trend ever since 4QFY18
amid rising capacities in South, a major portion of them comprise of
clinker exports. Contrary to cement exports which garner better prices of
USD 50-55 internationally, clinker is sold at relatively lower prices of
USD 32-35, making them less valuable in terms of profitability



With 9MFY19 local dispatches already contracted by 7%YoY and
provided the Holy month of Ramadan is around the corner, we expect
FY19 to end with a below par performance as compared to the previous
year.



With limited fiscal space disabling government to earmark huge reserves
for development projects along with higher cost of borrowing
discouraging private construction activities, we do not see any substantial
progress in the FY20 as well.

Exhibit: Overall dispatches have fallen compared to last
year; albeit export volumes have increased.
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Mar-19 dispatches down by 12%YoY amid; however 23%MoM
recovery witnessed on a monthly basis
As per the provisional numbers, cement dispatches for the month of Mar-19
declined by 12%YoY to 4.11mn tons, however posted a decent recovery of
23%MoM on a sequential basis. On a cumulative basis, this brings 9MFY19 total
dispatches count to 34.19mn tons as against 34.76mn tons recorded in the same
period last year, marking a fall of 2%YoY.
Exhibit: Monthly Provisional Cement Dispatches
('000) tons
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Local dispatches continue to suffer amid curtailed fiscal space and
inflationary pressures.
Ever since the beginning of FY19, local cement dispatches, and constituting 85% of
the total cement dispatches, have been declining. While local offtakes from South have
grown by +15% during the nine month period owing to excess capacities and deeper
penetration, those from North have dropped by 12%YoY largely owing to curtailed
government spending on development projects and lesser private construction
activities amid weak macros.

Low retention clinker exports used for maintaining optimal utilization
levels by South players, while unattractive trade terms from India
hamper exports from North
Though export offtakes have been on the rising trend ever since 4QFY18 amid rising
capacities in South, a major portion of them comprise of clinker exports. Contrary to
cement exports which garner better prices of USD 50-55 internationally, clinker is sold
at relatively lower prices of USD 32-35, making them less valuable in terms of
profitability. While export numbers depict a substantial increase of 49%YoY during
9MFY19, ~44% of this growth stems from clinker offtakes with only ~5% pertaining
to cements. None the less, these are still useful given they help maintain a healthy
utilization level for South players.
However, in recent development, cement exports from North, particularly in the last
two months have been on the declining trend, largely owing to deteriorating trade
terms from India amid rising political tensions between the two countries.

South players leading the charts; ACPL ranking on the top with respect
to growth.
While local offtakes have been considerably marred In the midst of deteriorating
macros, North players, which cater ~80% of the total domestic pie have failed to
display positive dispatches growth. However, deeper penetration in the local market
from South players amid enhanced capacities and better exploitation of clinker exports
via sea has enabled South market to post a phenomenal 45% YoY growth, with ACPL,
DGKC and LUCK flying high.

Cement prices; Sales price increasing amid rising input prices.
As per the weekly data published by Pakistan Bureau of Statistics (PBS) as of 28th
Mar-19, average cement prices in the North region stood at PKR 596/bag, down by
1%MoM. Alternatively, average cement sale prices In the South region have
marginally inched up by +0.60% to PKR PKR 613/bag.

Coal prices remain generally stable
Average coal prices continued to drop with monthly avg. dropping by 6%MoM taking
cumulative drop for the quarter to 17%QoQ.

Outlook: FY19 ending with a poor show; nothing better expected in FY20
With 9MFY19 local dispatches already contracted by 7%YoY and provided the Holy
month of Ramadan is around the corner, whereby construction activities are
substantially curtailed, we expect FY19 to end with a below par performance as
compared to the previous year.
Prospectively, with limited fiscal space disabling government to earmark huge reserves
for development projects along with higher cost of borrowing discouraging private
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construction activities, we do not see any substantial progress in the next year as well.
While coal prices are expected to remain range bound between USD 75-85, substantial
PKR depreciation is expected to counter off the gains. While we believe that prospects
of a price war are very bleak in the wake of upcoming capacities coming online,
especially in the North, we anticipate sector profitability to remain in the lower side
given limited price pass over ability and higher input costs.
Exhibit: North and South Price statistic (PKR/Bag)
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